In this study graded honeycomb structure has been introduced as energy dissipation device. This type of energy absorbers can reduce casualty in case of an accident for moving vehicles. In this study energy absorbers design for elevator cabin is considered. A Numerical investigation conducted and results for total absorbed energy, load and acceleration subject to occupant has been presented. Numerical investigation has been done by ABAQUS software. Moreover, Optimization process using Matlab also implemented for graded honeycomb structures. In the optimization process structural mass to total absorbed energy is minimized. Considering high probability for free fall in elevator, protective devices such as energy absorbers plays an important role for reducing casualties. Therefore, considering EN 81-1 standard, energy absorber for free fall of elevator cabin designed in this paper. Designed energy absorber based on grade honeycomb can satisfy standard requirements. The result of this study can be used as a reference for future designs for energy dissipation devices.
Introduction
Fast industrialization of societies and increasing speed of transportation means has consequences which one of them is increasing causality because of accidents. Therefore, one of vital research fields are improving energy absorption capacity for vehicles and protective structures [1, 2] . Different mechanisms can be utilized to dissipate kinetic energy such as plastic deformations in deformable solids, elastic deformation and energy dissipation based on change in pressure for fluids. The main objective for all energy absorption devises are dissipation kinetic energy in certain time period. Different cross section has been studied to act as energy absorber in various applications[3 -8]Also many different type of materials such as composites [9 -11] and metals [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have been focus of investigation in recent years. Energy dissipation devices can be compressed in axial [18 -20] or lateral [21, 22] directions.
One of natural energy absorbers are human and animal bones structure. Porous structure of in bones helps to reduce compression stress in joints [23] . Porous materials also in the form of industrial foams shows good energy absorption characteristics and many researchers use them as additional component to main energy absorption structure [24 -28] [ 29] . It is possible to optimize inner structure of bones considering main and shear stress [30] . Researchers inspired by natural examples and design optimum energy absorber with highest energy absorption capacity. One of these examples for natural structures are banana peel. In the banana structure peel has protective role for inner soft core. Banana peel structure is very ear to honeycomb structure ( Fig.1) and it can be modeled as honey comb structure [31] . Among all different configuration and geometry of energy absorption devices honey combs show promising characteristic to dissipate impact force [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Galehdari et al [36] presented analytical model to predict absorbed energy for graded honey combs considering the lower-bound theorem, an analytical equation for plateau stress is represented, taking power hardening model. For validation experimental tests also conducted. Moreover experimental tests has been simulated by ABAQUS. Ajdari et al [37] using detailed finite element method studied both regular and irregular arrangement for two dimensional honeycombs under in plane dynamic crushing condition. Different mode of deformations and absorbed energy is estimated in this study. Ruan et al [38] studied numerically and theoretically hexagonal honeycomb in plane loading. Factors such as cell wall thickness and impact velocity which influence the localized deformation and plateau stress studied. Finally they introduce theoretical formula for plateau stress at high impact velocities is in terms of the cell wall thickness and velocity. Papka et al [39] studied experimentally and numerically the load -displacement response of both hexagonal-cell aluminum honeycombs and circular polycarbonate honeycombs under in-plane uniaxial loading. They also validate experimental result with numerical ones. Other study about velocity sensitivity of aluminum honeycomb under high-speed axial impact in velocity range from 20 to 80 m/s also conducted by Wang et al [40] . One of main subject of research for many researchers is finding optimum design by numerical methods for energy absorption devices [41] [42] [43] . Based on previous studies about honeycomb structures they have high potential for energy absorption and can be used as energy absorption devices in elevator cabins. In this investigation design of this type of structures for elevator cabins is presented. 
Nomenclature

GHS
Specific absorbed energy for graded honeycomb
Honeycomb structures transform in-plane kinetic energy into strain energy by crushing the rows which is equal to plastic hinge plastic energy. The most important parameters characterizing cellular material energy absorption properties are the plastic collapse stress generally known as the plateau stress and the relative density. The plateau stress has been determined using the upper and lower bound theorems. According to the upper bound theorem, an external load computed on the basis of an assumed mechanism, in which the forces are in equilibrium, is always greater than or equal to the true collapse load. On the other hand, the lower bound theorem states that an external load computed on the basis of an assumed distribution of internal forces, in which the forces are bounded by limit values and the forces are in equilibrium, is less than or equal to the true collapse load [44] . Based on this assumption, plastic hinge moment and plateau stress for elastic-perfectly plastic material obtained. The elastic-perfectly plastic plateau stress can be derived :
It is noteworthy that the relative density is the ratio of structure cell density to the density of the material of the honeycomb structure. In the above mentioned equation, ρ s is the density of the material of honeycomb structure. The porosity, which in fact is the pore volume, is 1-(ρ * /ρ s ). This value is approximately equal to the locking strain ε d as [44] :
It is worthy to mention that ε d is the corresponding locking strain for each row. In order to obtain formula for specific absorbed energy, it is assumed that absorbed energy for whole honey comb structure is equal to strain energy for whole structure. Considering geometrical parameters of structures energy equation can be rewrite as:
This structure has 20 rows and each rows contains 17 cell. Considering that there is variation in the thickness of each row, total mass for whole structure can be calculated as: 
Design and discussion energy absorber device for elevators cabin
Design Requirements
Considering En 81-1 [46] , standard following factors should be considered for designing energy absorber device for elevator cabin:
A. For conservative design energy absorption device should absorbed kinetic energy. B. Weight of cabin and occupants should be assumed 1500 kilogram and impact velocity is 1.15 m/s (15% of nominal velocity). Elevator cabin should crush in axial direction to energy absorber devices and kinetic energy applied should be 991.875 J.
C. Negative acceleration for more than 2.5g should not continue more than 0.04 second.
D. Reaction force from cabin to occupant f eet should be le 
Optimization
One of important parameter for energy absorbers are spe preferable to have maximum absorbed energy by choosing theoretical equations in previous section Genetic algorithm m computational calculations. Objective function for this stud energy. All other design variables are provided in Table 1 . T with lb and ub vectors. imum generated population limited to 100. And iterative ults from optimizations are as follow.
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Numerical simulation
In order to investigate results in optimization section, ob software. Also aimed to satisfy standard requirement load dis time sketched. Geometry of single cell and ro w of cells prese Based on design proposed whole structure is 20 rows. Ma property is presented in Table 2 . Considering geometrical and material property of problem velocity, loading condition and constrains also defined in simulate impact of mass with protective structure upper and structure shell elements with 4 nodes used (S4R) and for u (R3D4) used. Simulated model with upper and lower rigi d pl Contact between rigid plate A and structure is "kinemat "penalty" type with friction is defined. Also movement of rig fixed and can't be moved. In addition, upper plate weight is crush to honeycomb structure. Simulated model for energy ab
Discussion
The acceleration diagram, reaction force applied to the p plotted in Fig. 6 . According to standard item C for design req not be continued more than 0.04s. Considering diagram 6-a v far less than 2.5g. There item C is satisfied. According to ite occupant feet should be less than 6200 N ". Considering figu than limited define value. Therefore item D is also satisfied. which means items A and B in design requirement for elevato All above discussion shows design of energy absorber o other words, this energy absorber is ap propriate to be used in conclusion considering constrains from standard, it is possibl (totally for occupant and cabin) which is moving 1 meter per btained geometrical parameters simulated using ABAQUS splacement diagram, acceleration and kinetic energy verses ented in Fig. 3 Fig. 4. tic" type. For contact between rigid plate B and structure id plate A is limited to only Y direction and rigid plate B is s 1500 kilogram and it is moving with 1.15 m/s speed and bsorber is presented in Fig. 5. passenger, and the kinetic energy as a function of time are quirement says negative acceleration more than 2.5g should variation of acceleration in this time period is 0.74 which is em D for design requirement "Reaction force from cabin to ure 6-b maximum response load is 4950 N which is lower In Fig. 6 -C totally 991.875 J energy is applied to structure, or is satisfied. of elevator cabins is satisfying all design requirements. In n elevator cabins and it has capacity to protect occupant. In e to use this energy absorber for cabin with 1500 kg weight r second. 
Conclusion
Correlation between experimental and numerical result prediction of energy absorption characteristics of graded ho elevator cabin numerical simulation in ABAQUS software response force felt by occupant variation of acceleration and indicate that numerical simulation is powerful tool for oneycomb structures. In this work in order to study fall of environment is implemented. Based on numerical result, all other requirement for design is satisfied. Then by using genetic algorithm for, specific absorbed energy, which is ratio of total absorbed energy to structure weight, is maximized. There designed structure can be used as energy dissipation device in elevator cabin. Also it can be concluded that graded honeycomb has lots of potential to be utilized as optimum energy absorber device and many application for vehicles and protective structures. 
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